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Student Learning Outcomes Policy 

 

Two types of student learning outcomes are measured at Calhoun Community College (CCC):  

Institutional Outcomes (aka general education) and Program Outcomes.  CCC uses 

Blackboard alignments as the system for collecting student learning outcomes data.  ALL courses 

should have at least one alignment for each of the three institutional outcomes.   

 

The following information provides a description of each type of student learning outcomes. 

 

INSTITUTIONAL LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Institutional (aka General Education) Learning Outcomes (ILOs) establish expectations for all 

associate degree and long certificate recipients. ILOs are taught in the classroom, laboratory, 

clinical, and/or co-curricular environments.  Success requires integrity, accountability, teamwork, 

creativity, and a recognition of diversity in responding to professional, personal, and civic 

challenges and opportunities. These ILOs define the knowledge, skills, abilities, and values 

graduates are expected to develop from the responsive learning environment provided at CCC. 

Through ILOs, students acquire the habits of lifelong learning and community engagement 

preparing them to apply their skills both personally and professionally. 

 

Graduates of Calhoun Community College are expected to: 

 

1. Think critically; 

2. Communicate effectively; 

3. Act professionally. 

 

Think Critically 

Graduates of CCC are expected to evaluate sources, analyze data, and draw logical conclusions. 

CCC desires to produce graduates who will think critically and creatively while applying 

analytical and quantitative reasoning to address complex challenges and navigate everyday life 

with integrity and accountability. The faculty, staff, and administration at CCC recognize that 

success requires graduates to think critically. Graduates must be able to identify problems and 

work creatively to solve them to establish themselves as accountable team members of a diverse 

workforce or as successful transfer students. Critical thinking is the foundation of all other 

learning outcomes. 

 

Critical Thinking includes: 

 Understanding the limits of one’s own assumptions and knowledge and being open to 

changing one’s mind in the face of new situations and evidence; 

 Stating and evaluating assumptions with awareness of personal biases and others’ 

perspectives; 
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 Recognizing, selecting, and evaluating the relevancy and validity of quantitative and 

qualitative evidence and information; 

 Synthesizing and applying ideas and information from multiple sources and disciplines 

and evaluating those sources; 

 Applying scientific reasoning and quantitative and statistical methods to interpret data, 

predict outcomes, and make decisions; 

 Clearly communicating the results, justifications, and supporting evidence for a line of 

reasoning; 

 Creating alternative visions, learning from failure, and transforming existing ideas to 

create new solutions. 

Communicate Effectively 

Graduates of CCC are expected to communicate ideas, perspectives, and values effectively while 

listening objectively to others. Developing strong oral, written, and creative communication 

skills is important for CCC graduates. The faculty, staff, and administration recognize that these 

skills are fundamental to teamwork in a diverse workforce, acting with integrity and 

accountability as a citizen in a democratic society, and creative professional and personal 

achievement. Communication is finding commonness between two or more people, so it 

involves sharing ideas, perspectives, and values and understanding those of others. 

 

Strong communication skills include: 

 Identifying the audience and purpose of a particular communication situation; 

 Representing knowledge orally, visually, and in writing; 

 Expressing ideas, perspectives, and values clearly with reason and evidence; 

 Understanding other perspectives; 

 Locating, evaluating, and using information appropriately; 

 Listening actively, empathetically, and respectfully; 

 Being open to new ideas and to changing perspectives when presented with new 

evidence; 

 Using various forms of communication and communication technologies. 
 

Act Professionally 

Graduates of CCC are expected to act professionally by evaluating the environmental, social, 

and economic implications of their personal and professional actions. Students should possess 

the knowledge, abilities, and dispositions to act with integrity and accountability, respecting 

diversity and valuing teamwork and creativity. Through ethical behavior, graduates can help 

build a sustainable future ensuring environmental integrity, economic vitality, and an equitable 

society. CCC graduates will play a vital role in the workforce of the community, state, and 

nation. An essential goal of the faculty, staff, and administration is to train students to perform 

their duties professionally. 

 

Professional sustainability includes: 

 Understanding the environmental, social, and/or economic effects of one’s actions; 

 Knowing the practical steps to achieving socially responsible and sustainable outcomes; 

 Considering the perspectives of all those affected by a decision and evaluating the social, 

economic, and/or environmental effects of one’s decisions; 

 Taking into consideration the rights and responsibilities of all community members and 

the environment before acting. 
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Potential tools of measurement: 

 Attendance 

 Standardized professional rubric 

 GPA change with time 

 Retention 

 Persistence 

 Co-curricular involvement 

 

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Program outcomes are specific skills or knowledge that should have been attained by a graduate of 

a particular Associate of Applied Science (AAS) program.  Each AAS program has developed 3-5 

outcomes specific for graduates of their programs.  Each outcome is tied to alignments within the 

courses taught in the program.  Data from selected courses within each AAS program are used to 

evaluate skill/knowledge of the graduates.  Program outcomes data are collected in addition to 

institutional outcomes data in AAS programs. 

 

 

ASSESSMENT CYCLE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dates to Remember: 

June 15:  Spring Semester Outcomes Data Due to the Office of Planning, Research and Grants 

 


